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Abstract— Any method of counting objects and vehicles using computerized systems in a real live environment needs to have reliable results and flexibility of operation. The proposed work describes a method of counting moving objects and vehicles within a live or recorded video stream using multiple virtual line sensors that give flexibility to the users in analyzing any location for the number of vehicles within the given video, as existing traffic surveillance cameras may be sited in many positions/angles. The proposed research is an improved object counter. The results of this method have shown a promising accuracy of close to 100% detection in daylight and 91% at night.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The needs of traffic and pedestrian information systems are emerging. Automated precision methods for counting pedestrian, vehicles and other moving objects are needed that are simple enough to be implemented in real-life environments. Previous studies showed that the underlying needs that triggered such information systems are: to improve pedestrian volume modeling [1], to reduce labor costs associated with manual techniques and continuous data collection [2], simulations of pedestrian crossings and risk assessment [3][5], and parking management systems [4]. Other research described the use of traffic and pedestrian information for efficient road resource usage such as lighting [6]. The project made use of pedestrian behavior, and distance to certain objects/traffic to enhance safety and efficiency.

The approaches that were previously proposed to achieve such needs could be grouped into three categories: (1) Using manual labor (2) Using hardware support systems (3) Using video analytic software. Both the first and second categories will have some major drawbacks in a live traffic implementation. These drawbacks could be in the form of expensive labor costs to monitor traffic 24/7, human error, and are limited only to a certain size object counter functions. The hardware-supported system will involve a lot of sensors to be implemented, the need to safely modify the road infrastructure to install the hardware, and a rigid and lengthy deployment process. The objective of the proposed work is to be able to enhance the third category of using video surveillance system to extract traffic information.

The proposed software will use video sources, both live and recorded traffic videos as input and dynamically put virtual line(s) as sensors on the videos to count moving objects that pass or are captured by the sensors. The virtual sensors should be able to be placed at any position on the video and should be able to give results for each sensor accordingly. The proposed application can be used in conjunction with live traffic monitoring systems on both government and private institutions’ systems. The contribution of the proposed systems will lie in two categories: (1) Counting the number of vehicles on a certain road, or counting the number of pedestrian or visitors, thus assisting in building a comprehensive traffic/visitor statistical data model, using adaptive and dynamically placed virtual line sensors. (2) The information provided by the proposed systems could also be used as a trigger to certain action(s) when a moving object is detected by the virtual sensors or if a certain threshold is exceeded. The actions could be to open road gates, and to trigger a frame-grabber function in capturing images of the pedestrians or moving vehicles to be further processed in sub-functions such as face recognition or license plate recognition systems.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Some earlier research on a specific pedestrian counting domain approached this through the scene-specific learning method [7]. The work distinguished the crowd-counting problem in two points: (1) line-of-interest counting (2) region-of-interest counting. Both used flow velocity field estimation with a combination of regression (till angle-learning), and with a ratio of 1:3 of training and testing data respectively. Additionally, another researcher used what they called the semi-supervised regression [8] method that minimizes the frame-labeling process, with the latest approach using privacy-preserved crowd-counting [9]. All of these methods claimed to have close to 99% accuracy; however, this comes with the effort of providing offline training data to the system.

More specifically in the vehicle-counting domain, a recent work [10] used adaptive bounding boxes combined with blob-size fitting to search for the boundary of the road and an adaptive background. However, special considerations need to be taken for minimum light or nighttime conditions. It also was not tested on concave detected blobs. Thus, conditions like junctions, or if multiple roads are present in the video were not mentioned. With a strong similarity to the previous work, a virtual detector in the form of a rectangle can be used on videos of traffic flow [11]. In addition the average accuracy is 80% and the camera’s view array should be placed rigidly in line with the road with no discussion of how to handle a diagonal to the video frame traffic scene. Moreover, object detection was used under specific layouts [12] and also installed on a DSP board [13]. However, both works have no discussion on the
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applications’ speed performance.

A very much closer approach to the proposed work used only a single virtual line [14], which could reach 85% accuracy in counting vehicles; although without further discussion on the time elapsing for the process. However, on a real live traffic flow video, more than one virtual line sensor is needed. This was implemented on the latest work [15] with what they called multiple time-spatial images. But the camera within this system should be placed rigidly inline with the road, and as sensors - virtual lines should be placed perpendicular to the road lanes’ image array. It was also not tested for headlight problems in night traffic scenarios, and there was no further discussion on more complicated road scenarios such as cross junctions. Finally, both works did not test against other moving objects such as pedestrians, cyclists or motorcycles.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed traffic information system consists of four main modules: (1) Smoothing, (2) Detecting line placement from the user, (3) Registering all the points inside the lines, (4) Detecting movements of pixels’ value in every registered point. These steps (figure 1) will be followed by the display of the detected moving objects or vehicles for each virtual line drawn by the user on the video screen. The output of the object counters could also be saved into text files or databases.

A. Smoothing or filtering

Smoothing (also called ‘blurring’) is a process of reducing the extreme frequencies in an image. There are three options in smoothing/filtering: mean, median and Gaussian smoothing [16]. This work proposes to use mean smoothing. Mean filtering works by averaging (mean) the pixel value of the current and the neighboring points and replacing the current pixel value with the mean value.

$$I'(i,j) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{k,l \in N} I(k,l)$$  

One way to implement it is by applying a matrix operator (ideally 3x3 matrix) to take the mean value of current and neighboring points.

$$\text{Mean}(i,j) = \frac{1}{9} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \\ 1 & 1 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

As an option to the above proposed approach, median filtering can be used instead. Median filtering basically has a similar matrix operator with mean filtering. However, it takes the middle value (after sorting) as the current pixel point instead of averaging the pixel’s values.

B. Detecting line placement from the user

The aim of this work is to give the user the ability to place or draw the lines on any location on the video to count the number of objects passing the lines. In achieving this flexibility of virtual line sensor placement on a video screen, the application should be able to record the point where the user who triggered the event clicked for the first time, and continuously wait until the left button is released to record the second point’s coordinates.

The algorithms of recording the line’s two point coordinates could be described as follows:

```java
// Output: Line(p1, p2)
// Detect line placement by the user on the screen
// and return the starting point and end point of the mouse
// movement.

Function Line detect_line_placement ()
{
    // Set listener for mouse events
    call videoScreenListener_MouseDown(MouseEvent e)
    call videoScreenListener_MouseMove(MouseEvent e)
    call videoScreenListener_MouseUp(MouseEvent e)
    Return Line(p1, p2)
}
```

Fig. 2. Function to detect line placement by the user on the video screen. The algorithms takes as input two parameters of point p1(x,y), and p2(x’,y’). The function will then encapsulate and return the two points into a new data structure of Line(p1, p2).

The detect line placement function shown in Figure 2 is returning a line comprising two points p1 and p2. In this algorithm, the point p1 is the Euclidean coordinate of two integers (x,y) as the starting coordinate of the line, followed by the p2 coordinate in a similar form of two integral
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numbers \((x, y)\) that mark the end point of the particular line being drawn by the user. This function needs to be called or executed every time the user triggers a mouse click. Details of the listeners are depicted in Figure 3.

```c
// 1st listener
// Input mouse event.
// create new line at current mouse
// location as starting point.
// And set mouse down flag to true.
Function
videoScreenListener_MouseDown(MouseEvent e)
{
    line = new Line();
    line.point1 = e.Location;
    guidingLine = new Line();
    guidingLine.point1 = e.Location;
    mouseDown = true;
}
// 2nd listener
// Input mouse event.
// Validate mouse down flag and set a
// temporary line position.
// Will set down and move/ drag flat to true.
Function
videoScreenListener_MouseMove(MouseEvent e)
{
    if (mouseDown)
    {
        guidingLine.point2 = e.Location;
        mouseDownMove = true;
    }
}
// 3rd listener
// Input mouse event.
// Set the point for end of line.
// Generate members (points) of the newly
// created line.
// Register the line to a list of active
// line.
// Reset mouse down and drag to false.
Function
videoScreenListener_MouseUp(MouseEvent e)
{
    line.point2 = e.Location;
    lineList.Add(line);
    mouseDown = false;
    mouseDownMove = false;
}
```

Fig. 3. The first listener registers the mouse position on the screen upon the click as the starting point of a line about to be drawn. The second listener draws the temporary line as it dragged on the screen. The third listener sets the end point of the line, generates all the points within the line vector and adds the newly-created line into a list of active virtual lines.

The proposed method fosters flexibility in placing virtual lines to detect movement in any position within the video screen. To obtain this flexibility, three listener functions were implemented to capture mouse click-and-drag movements while drawing the line. The first function of the mouse down listener (left click) registers the mouse position on the screen upon the click as the starting point of a line about to be drawn. It starts by creating a new line \(L\) and assigns the starting point of \(L.point1\) taken from the user’s mouse click action. To improve user experience a guiding line \(gL\) was created along with its starting point \(gL.point1\).

The second listener draws the temporary line \(gL\) as the mouse pointer is dragged on the screen. While this action is being done, the end point of \(gL\) will be recorded at \(gL.point2\) and continuously rendered on the screen until the left mouse button is unclicked by the user.

The last listener sets the end point of the line \(L\), and generates all the points within the line vector \(L.vector[]\) and adds the newly created line into a list of active virtual lines \(Ls[j]\). Each element of \(Ls[j]\) has to maintain its own points vector generated using the Bresenham[17] method of finding integral point coordinates within a line \(L\). This method becomes important in order to adapt the natural coordinates of a point within a Euclidean 2D plane - which are represented by decimal points – into the computer screen point \((x, y)\) coordinates which have to be integer numbers. Details on the process of generating all the points within a line vector will be described in the following section.

C. Registering all the points inside the lines

The image plane in a computer screen system is a two dimensional Euclidean plane where each point coordinate \((x, y)\) within the plane should be represented using non fractional numbers. To represent an infinite number of points inside a line to this finite coordinate, a method to translate the real coordinate to integral number coordinates is needed. Thus, to register all the points inside each line and to well represent the line on the computer screen’s coordinate system, a Bresenham’s line drawing method was used [17].

![Fig. 4. Registering all the points \((d1...d4)\) inside the lines \(L\) of \(p1, p2\). An example from the first octant where the slope \(m\) of a line \(L\) that is represented using two points of \(p1\) and \(p2\) suffice the condition: \(0 \leq m \leq 1\).](image)

The method divides plotter movements into eight octants that can be used to determine every point inside a line that is expressed by two points \(p1\) and \(p2\). The plotter movements are adapted to the proposed work as it incorporates only integral numbers within every point of next movement. Taking an example from the first octant where the slope \(m\) of a line \(L\) that is represented using two points of \(p1\) and \(p2\) suffices the following condition: \(0 \leq m \leq 1\), every integer inside the points of \(d1\) until \(d4\) could be well calculated. This process is depicted in Figure 4.

The step by step choosing of every point inside the line of \(p1\) and \(p2\) are depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In the first octant, to choose the next closest integer for both \(x\) and \(y\)-axis, a point could progress into two options of \((x+1, y+1)\) or \((x+1, y)\).
However, the value of error $\varepsilon_1 < \varepsilon_2$ then $(x+1, y)$ is taken for the next valid point. If $\varepsilon_1 > \varepsilon_2$, then $(x+1, y+1)$ is taken instead.

In choosing the options given by $(x+1, y+1)$ or $(x+, y)$, the error value of $\varepsilon$ is calculated using $m$ as the slope. If the value of error value of $\varepsilon_1 < \varepsilon_2$ then $(x+1, y)$ is taken for the next valid point. However, if $\varepsilon_1 > \varepsilon_2$ then $(x+1, y+1)$ is taken instead. This comparison of error value $\varepsilon$ is done by comparing $\varepsilon_1$ with 0.5 of the epsilon.

Within Figure 6, the next valid point that is closest to the real number of the line is $(x+1, y+1)$ of d1 point as the error value $\varepsilon_1$ is larger than 0.5 of the computer screen epsilon.

The work implementing the Bresenham's algorithms uses the following condition is shown in Table 1.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Octant</th>
<th>Condition 1</th>
<th>Condition 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$x_1 &lt; x_2$</td>
<td>$0 \leq m \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$x_1 &lt; x_2$</td>
<td>$0 &gt; m \geq -1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$y_2 &lt; y_1$</td>
<td>$-1 &gt; m &gt; -\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$y_2 &lt; y_1$</td>
<td>$1 &lt; m &lt; \infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$x_2 &lt; x_1$</td>
<td>$0 &lt; m \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$x_2 &lt; x_1$</td>
<td>$0 \leq m \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$y_1 &lt; y_2$</td>
<td>$-1 &gt; m &gt; -\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$y_1 &lt; y_2$</td>
<td>$1 &lt; m &lt; \infty$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 5.** The steps of choosing every point inside the line of p1 and p2. After determining d1 the algorithm determines which of the next steps will be a valid move for d2.

**Fig. 6.** The steps of choosing every point inside the line of p1 and p2. If the value of error $\varepsilon_1 < \varepsilon_2$ then $(x+1, y)$ is taken for the next valid point. However, if $\varepsilon_1 > \varepsilon_2$ then $(x+1, y+1)$ is taken instead.

**D. Detecting movements in every registered points**

The last step of the proposed system is to detect any object movement coming across every line. As all the points’ coordinates inside every line array are already acquired by previous steps, this step is to detect any pixel value differences on each point in all drawn lines by comparing this value with all upcoming image frames at the same coordinates.

Establishing video stream S from input
(Live IP cam, recorded video, and live local cam)
Get latest frame $F_i$ from stream S.
Construct background $G_i$ from $F_{i,j}$
Detect moving object position by $\text{pixel}_\Delta$
Detect every line position $L_{0..N}$ on the screen.
Count $\text{pixel}_\Delta$ for every point $p_k$ in $L_{0..N}$
Propose action trigger if $\Sigma \text{pixel}_\Delta_{i,j} > T$

**Fig. 7.** Algorithms for detecting the movement of counting pixel difference $\text{pixel}_\Delta$. A certain threshold $T$ for describing the significant level of movement is set. For every line $L$, if the $\Sigma \text{pixel}_\Delta_{i,j} > T$ then there is significant movement on the line $L$. Action trigger will be executed.

To summarize our steps, Figure 7 describes the complete algorithms in detecting the movement before the counting of pixel difference $\text{pixel}_\Delta$. The algorithms started with the command of establishing video stream $S$ from input (Live IP camera, recorded video, or live local camera). This video stream $S$ will produce a series of still image frames called $F_i$. From a certain number of frames $F_{i,j}$ the system will construct the background $G_i$ by averaging the pixel values of each point from the set of frames. Every next $F_i$ pixels’ values will compare $G_i$ pixels’ values to find out the difference that could be translated as a movement of object on top of $G_i$ background. This difference of pixels’ values $\text{pixel}_\Delta$ is recorded inside a list for every line $L$.

The recording of $\text{pixel}_\Delta$ for every line $L$ is needed to count the magnitude of movement captured by each virtual line sensor. A certain threshold $T$ for describing the significant level of movement is set as an input parameter. For every line $L$, if the $\Sigma \text{pixel}_\Delta_{i,j} > T$ then it can be concluded that there is significant movement on the line $L$. This movement conclusion could be followed up by any kind of trigger to other functions such as counting number of movement – thus counting the number of objects crossing the line $L$. Some other follow-up functions – outside of the scope of this proposed work – such as triggering frame grabber function for automatic license plate recognition (ALPR) systems, could also be considered.

The pseudo code of the proposed algorithms can also be found in Figure 8. The pseudo code explains the process of detecting significant movements inside a line. This level of difference is marked by the identifier granularity. It is the threshold of how many pixels difference that will account for an object. After counting the number of differences inside the line, the system will include the findings as a movement that should be recorded and displayed on the screen.
frames that are being processed by virtual lines to check movement detection based on \( \Sigma \) fps.

The number of frame averages ranging from 14 to 20 original frame samples could be seen at pictures a and d, of images from two distinct videos a to c, and d to e. The object movement detected overlaid on the original frames (image c, f).

Fig. 9. Pseudo code of the process of detecting significant movement inside a line. Movement conclusion above threshold \( T \) could be followed up by any kind of trigger such as counting the number of objects crossing the line. Followed by a reload of background construction function.

```
Establish stream of frames
For every new frame {
    clone bitmap of frame
    Record all pixel as background
    draw user-defined line
    for every line {
        draw line ID
    }
    if (motion detect > granularity) {
        For every point in a line {
            record pixel value
        }
        Compare pixel value
        count Valid object
    }
    Reload background after \( T \)
}
```

Fig. 8. Original video frames (image a, d). Result of background removal and foreground movement detection (image b, e) based on \( \Sigma \) pixel\( \Delta \). Object movement detected overlaid on the original frames (image c, f).

The images resulting in the process of background removal are depicted in Figure 9 (a to f). These are two sets of images from two distinct videos a to c, and d to e. The original frame samples could be seen at pictures a and d, with the numbers of frame averages ranging from 14 to 20 fps.

Pictures b and e display the results of foreground movement detection based on \( \Sigma \) pixel\( \Delta \). These are the frames that are being processed by virtual lines to check movement (marked with white area). The proposed work takes a sample of the background that has undergone a Gaussian smoothing, to minimize noise. The background construction will be recalled after every 10 milliseconds (\( T=0.01 \) second) to update background changes that are mostly caused by slight movements of the camera position, and the environment’s shadows. The proposed work considered another novel work of dynamic object detection, tracking and counting [18], which implemented its background elimination process using the original image. The work implemented median filtering later at the post-processing stage in order to minimize the image’s noise. This has resulted in what was called non-zero pixel values on the background removal process. Even though these are not the moving objects intended to be captured by the system - zero values in RGB color schema representing black, which is the removed background value. The proposed work would like to improve this method by implementing noise removal during a pre-processed stage in order to significantly improve the accuracy of the background construction process.

The system considered another original approach in the process of background construction that was proposed to be named as double background filtering [19]. It divided its process into four stages by firstly buffering the first five frames, accumulating optical flow information, eliminating overlapping optical flow, and lastly updating the background. This approach could significantly improve the process of minimizing the size of recorded videos by choosing only to record the movement’s \( \text{delta} \) of each frame. However, because the nature of live traffic information promotes fast performance and accuracy, this method was not adopted due to its computationally expensive method that could potentially reduce the performance of a live object detection system.

In picture filtering, the proposed work considered the use of advance filtering technique proposed as two-stage PCA (Principal Component Analysis)-based filtering evaluated by a recent work [20]. The method takes as input noise images, applies pixel grouping, PCA filtering, and inverse PCA. It combines the two-stage PCA with non-local algorithms in order to produce noiseless reconstructed images. It has a significant positive result in reconstructing new clear images from heavily noised images. This is an extensive approach to reconstruct images with heavy computational process.

Furthermore, as a result of a simple Gaussian smoothing implemented by the system, in the set of images on Figure 9 d to f we could examine that noise comes from slight changes of the environment – or camera position - are minimum in comparison to the previous work [18]. All the white blobs (detected movements) are in fact the moving vehicles, which are valid input to the virtual line sensors later on. A result of a continuous background construction process could as well be observed from this set. A white taxi was stationed for a short while on the roadside in image d (circled) is immediately considered as the background by the background construction algorithm. This resulted in no white blob representation for the stationary taxi in image e, thus the area marked with black (0 values in RGB) was not highlighted in image f as well. Both images c and f are experimental results of overlaying the detected movements on top of the original video frames. All moving vehicles
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could be highlighted successfully in the pictures, while continuously regenerating the most current background.

IV. THE USER INTERFACE

One of the aims of this work is to provide ease of use for the user of the proposed system, such as flexibility in operating the surveillance application. Users are expected to easily use any video input and live video through IP camera – or CCTV, and place as many virtual lines as necessary at any position on the video screen using a mouse pointer.

Therefore, the expected output will be a computer application that serves as a traffic information system with an implementation on moving objects/vehicle counter. The application is designed to count both pedestrians and all types of vehicles. It also includes a graphical user interface.

![Traffic Information System](Image)

Fig. 10. The design of a graphical user interface to put virtual line sensors on the video screen. Each line will work independently as a sensor and will provide different counting and triggers. The virtual lines will be created using a user’s mouse click and drag.

There are no restrictions on the position and the amount of these virtual lines placed on video screen, with each line working independently as an individual sensor and providing different counting result and trigger. The virtual lines are placed by the user with a simple mouse click and drag (depicted by L1…L3 in Figure 10). These lines can be set, reset, and hidden/shown using the menu. The application is designed to be a multi-window application. Thus, several video screens can be shown at one time and each of them work independently, having a distinct set of virtual lines and triggers. The result of vehicle/object counting could be saved in the format of a text file or simple text file as a result. This could, in a more detailed and flexible manner collect data from every position and corner of the video, and place much less restriction on the placement of CCTV camera that monitor the roads and parking areas. The camera result can be taken from any camera angle, as long as it clearly shows the moving objects with minimum light such as during the night. As the image of the object is not obvious to the camera during night-time, some are not. In both cases the system could perform very well. A calibration is needed for conditions with minimum light such as during the night. The object movement is detected by using the headlight of cars or motorbikes. However, these vehicles also have rear lights that could mistakenly be marked as another object/vehicle. Thus, to avoid double counting, the granularity (or threshold T) parameter needs to be adjusted.

Furthermore, to be able to monitor the performance (speed) of the systems, the information of the video’s frame per second rate will be displayed as well. This information could serve as the indicator of how efficient the algorithm is working behind the frame rate and the speed of video being transferred from a remote camera – if one will be used in the future.

![Application](Image)

This could give users of the system more flexibility in placing the sensors as a mean of counters - that is mainly one of the goals of the proposed work. The shading overlaying every moving object (cars) on the screen is the marking created by the algorithms to show significant differences of the object pixels values and the background values. If the value of this pixel differences is larger than a certain value of granularity (threshold T) then the count for that line is increased (marked with message: “Count: [numbers]”).

This experiment was tested in real traffic flow environments, at both daylight and night-time. Some of these traffic environments were well-managed using road lanes. However, some are not. In both cases the system could perform very well. A calibration is needed for conditions with minimum light such as during the night. As the image of the object is not obvious to the camera during night-time, the object movement is detected by using the headlight of cars or motorbikes. However, these vehicles also have rear lights that could mistakenly be marked as another object/vehicle. Thus, to avoid double counting, the granularity (or threshold T) parameter needs to be adjusted.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The system was tested in real traffic flow environments, at both daylight and night-time. Some of these traffic environments were well-managed using road lanes. However, some are not. In both cases the system could perform very well. A calibration is needed for conditions with minimum light such as during the night. As the image of the object is not obvious to the camera during night-time, the object movement is detected by using the headlight of cars or motorbikes. However, these vehicles also have rear lights that could mistakenly be marked as another object/vehicle. Thus, to avoid double counting, the granularity (or threshold T) parameter needs to be adjusted.
such that the system will only counts a larger/wider array of light such as head lights of the vehicles, and neglect their rear lights. The experiment was carried out using the following system specification: 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 with memory of 4GB 1333 MHz DDR3, along with a 2MP camera to record the video.

The experiment was carried out using the following system specification: 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 with memory of 4GB 1333 MHz DDR3, along with a 2MP camera to record the video.

The system could also record movement of motorcycles, cyclists and pedestrians that passed. Moreover, on a road with lanes the result was perfectly carried out. This can be seen from Figure 13 where the placement of virtual sensors (marked by lines and their counters) could be freely placed on every position of the video.

Figure 12 until 13 depict the result's screen capture of the object counting processes in daylight. The condition of a no lane road can be found from Figure 12. The system could perform very well. However, there was double counting if an object or vehicle crossed two line sensors by moving sideways. The system could also record movement of motorcycles, cyclists and pedestrians that passed. Moreover, on a road with lanes the result was perfectly carried out. This can be seen from Figure 13 where the placement of virtual sensors (marked by lines and their counters) could be freely placed on every position of the video. Having said that, if the object's image is too small, thus it is smaller than the intended threshold, then the system will neglect its movement. The experimental result was carried out with the following parameters: granularity 0.02f.

The result of this work is that the camera angle could be placed anywhere, as long as it is looking toward the monitored area; whereas previously it had to conform to certain positioning conditions. This in contrast is an improvement to some of the earlier work [21][22] where the camera had to be positioned on top of the monitored area and was looking down perpendicularly to the objects.

The proposed research uses many lines in comparison to previous work [23][24] that was using only one virtual line sensor. By using an unlimited number of virtual line sensors the accuracy of every line to count the object passing through could be increased close to 100%. Users could freely place as many sensors as needed, anywhere on the image.

The proposed research uses many lines in comparison to previous work [23][24] that was using only one virtual line sensor. By using an unlimited number of virtual line sensors the accuracy of every line to count the object passing through could be increased close to 100%. Users could freely place as many sensors as needed, anywhere on the image.

The angle of the line could range from 0 degree and goes back to 360 degree. There is no limitation on the virtual lines' angle. The proposed work has improved the earlier research that also used multiple lines [25], however with less flexibility, as the line could only be placed in a perfectly horizontal position (180 degree) within a rectangular ROI (region of interest) area.

The proposed research uses many lines in comparison to previous work [23][24] that was using only one virtual line sensor. By using an unlimited number of virtual line sensors the accuracy of every line to count the object passing through could be increased close to 100%. Users could freely place as many sensors as needed, anywhere on the image.

The angle of the line could range from 0 degree and goes back to 360 degree. There is no limitation on the virtual lines' angle. The proposed work has improved the earlier research that also used multiple lines [25], however with less flexibility, as the line could only be placed in a perfectly horizontal position (180 degree) within a rectangular ROI (region of interest) area.

The angle of the line could range from 0 degree and goes back to 360 degree. There is no limitation on the virtual lines' angle. The proposed work has improved the earlier research that also used multiple lines [25], however with less flexibility, as the line could only be placed in a perfectly horizontal position (180 degree) within a rectangular ROI (region of interest) area.
The proposed work was also tested in minimum lighting conditions at night. The validity result was on average lower than the daylight result - at 91% as a consequence of detecting the cars’ headlight reflections together with the moving cars as two different objects. As depicted in Figure 14(a) and Figure 14(c), the light reflections on the road surface created by the cars’ headlights (marked by the encircled areas) were understood by the system as moving objects. These light reflections on the road surface give significant value variance on the pixel value delta calculation to be detected as object movements. Nevertheless, the problem came when there existed a gap between the light’s reflection and the car. The gap could be understood as a gap between two distinct objects that resulted in double counting of moving cars at night. However, when there was no gap in between a car and its headlight’s reflection on the road surface, then it was correctly assumed to be one moving car. The root of this setback is the position of the camera that was directly facing the incoming traffic where the headlight reflections on the road surface were significantly visible to the system. On the contrary, when the camera was oriented to record the traffic from the back, the problem was significantly reduced. This is confirmed and depicted in Figure 14(b), where the reflection of a vehicle’s headlight on the road surface is minimal - thus not counted as a moving object.

Furthermore, none of the cyclists with no lights and pedestrians could be detected during minimum light conditions. None of the previous research that was mentioned above was tested in dark conditions.

Although it was tested under minimum light conditions, this work mainly focused on the accuracy and reasonable performance for the counting of object movement during daylight without significantly degrading the speed of performance carried out by the proposed system. To provide detailed results, the test was done on two videos that were taken on different types of roads and environments during daylight with the duration of two minutes each. The position of the camera was placed on top of the road angle at about 45 degrees to the road surface. Both videos have the same number of virtual lines applied (4 virtual lines) to count number of objects (vehicles and pedestrian) crossing any of these lines.

![Fig. 15. Experimental result's screen capture of the object counting processes in daylight – four virtual lines on a road without lanes.](image)

![Fig. 16. Accuracy level at daylight using four virtual lines on road without lanes. Accuracy = 93.55%.](image)

<p>| TABLE II |
| FOUR VIRTUAL LINES ON A ROAD WITHOUT LANES |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LINE#</th>
<th>TRUE</th>
<th>FALSE</th>
<th>Double Count</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 17. Experimental result's screen capture of the object counting processes in daylight – on a road with lanes.](image)

![Fig. 18. Accuracy level in daylight using four virtual lines on a road with lanes. Accuracy = 99.27%.](image)

![Fig. 19. Accuracy level at daylight using four virtual lines on road with lanes. Accuracy = 99.27%.](image)

(Advance online publication: 20 November 2017)
Details of the experimental results to compare the proposed method’s result on road with lanes and without lanes are depicted in Figure 15 until Figure 18. They are supported by graphs and tables (Table II and Table III) representing experimental results, both using the same number of virtual lines (4 lines). Both cases used two minutes input videos of daylight traffic. In the first result of a road without lanes (Figure 15), the virtual lines were placed on the screen as such to cover the road width with length approximately fit to the width of a car. Within Figure 16 and Table II, the TRUE result representing correctly detected vehicles. The FALSE result happened when two vehicles crossed the same line at the same time resulting in only one of them recorded. The double count result is when one vehicle recorded by two neighboring virtual lines or one vehicle is recognized by the system as two vehicles. The later case could potentially happen for long separate body of vehicles such as: carts and containers.

For instance, line-1 in Figure 16 and Table II was crossed by 26 vehicles with one vehicle. It has one double count vehicle as a result of crossing both line-1 and line-2 which is its neighboring line. However, no false result was recorded by the line during the sample video. Moreover, on average roads without lanes resulted in further false and double count results. Line-2 and line-3 have two double count results and one falsely detected vehicle for each line. This result would be the consequence of the nature of traffic within a road without lanes, whereby vehicles could move diagonally or zigzag on the road vector. On the contrary, road with lanes had an improved result where only one double count vehicle was found on line-1 (Figure 18 and Table III) during the given two minutes sample video with the same daylight condition. This is majorly caused by the nature of ordered traffic within a well-managed road with lanes. The accuracy level could be enhanced at around 5.7% from 93.55% up to 99.27%.

The results of experimenting with the system at night is relatively lower in accuracy. The double count problem contributes the most to the error rate of the statistics. Firstly, this problem is caused by counting a car twice as a result of the gap between it and its headlight reflection. The gap separating them will be translated as two different objects. Secondly, two different virtual lines captured the same vehicle as the result of it driving between the two virtual lines. This problem commonly happens in the context of roads without lanes.

Details of the experimental results to compare the proposed method’s result on road with lanes and without lanes are depicted in Figure 15 until Figure 18. They are supported by graphs and tables (Table II and Table III) representing experimental results, both using the same number of virtual lines (4 lines). Both cases used two minutes input videos of daylight traffic. In the first result of a road without lanes (Figure 15), the virtual lines were placed on the screen as such to cover the road width with length approximately fit to the width of a car. Within Figure 16 and Table II, the TRUE result representing correctly detected vehicles. The FALSE result happened when two vehicles crossed the same line at the same time resulting in only one of them recorded. The double count result is when one vehicle recorded by two neighboring virtual lines or one vehicle is recognized by the system as two vehicles. The later case could potentially happen for long separate body of vehicles such as: carts and containers.

For instance, line-1 in Figure 16 and Table II was crossed by 26 vehicles with one vehicle. It has one double count vehicle as a result of crossing both line-1 and line-2 which is its neighboring line. However, no false result was recorded by the line during the sample video. Moreover, on average roads without lanes resulted in further false and double count results. Line-2 and line-3 have two double count results and one falsely detected vehicle for each line. This result would be the consequence of the nature of traffic within a road without lanes, whereby vehicles could move diagonally or zigzag on the road vector. On the contrary, road with lanes had an improved result where only one double count vehicle was found on line-1 (Figure 18 and Table III) during the given two minutes sample video with the same daylight condition. This is majorly caused by the nature of ordered traffic within a well-managed road with lanes. The accuracy level could be enhanced at around 5.7% from 93.55% up to 99.27%.

The results of experimenting with the system at night is relatively lower in accuracy. The double count problem contributes the most to the error rate of the statistics. Firstly, this problem is caused by counting a car twice as a result of the gap between it and its headlight reflection. The gap separating them will be translated as two different objects. Secondly, two different virtual lines captured the same vehicle as the result of it driving between the two virtual lines. This problem commonly happens in the context of roads without lanes.

Figure 19 depicts the experimental result at night on the road with lanes. Two out of four virtual lines indicated more double counts than the rest. Table IV details the double count occurred at the last two lines which are placed directly facing the incoming traffic. The accuracy level could reach up to 91% as described in Figure 20.
A better-positioned camera was also tested during nighttime. The camera was oriented to capture the traffic from the back in order to avoid headlight exposure (Figure 21). However, this was implemented on a road without lanes. The double count could well have occurred during the experiment as a result of vehicles driving in between two lines, or changing lanes that crossed two virtual lines (Table V).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LINE#</th>
<th>TRUE</th>
<th>FALSE</th>
<th>Double Count</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 22](Image) Accuracy level at night using four virtual lines on a road without lanes. Accuracy = 85.16%.

The result of this was 85.16%, which is about 5% lower than the experiment on roads with lanes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the proposed system of using multiple virtual lines as sensors to count moving objects and live traffic flow proved to be effective, with a high accuracy within sufficient lighting conditions such as daylight. The accuracy of detecting the moving objects could be close to 100% as a result of having individual line monitoring specific areas on the screen. As the proposed system is able to accommodate multiple line sensors placement on the screen, the user could have unlimited locations to be monitored while still considering the size of the object being monitored kept above a certain threshold.

Moreover, as the placement of the virtual lines does not have to follow certain positioning restrictions or rules the proposed application works excellently for counting objects in various angles of traffic surveillance cameras. This could efficiently work for any existing surveillance system with many cameras already in place, without the need to adjust their positions.

Implementation of the proposed system could be prolonged for detecting the number of people in a certain area, such as counting visitors in grocery store isles and as a trigger to a frame-grabber for automatic license plate recognition.

Future development of the work could be extended to measure a number of points that have significant delta pixels value (movement) and classify the values into different groups such as trucks, cars, motorbikes/bicycle, or pedestrians. This would assist in a more precise counting system.
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